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Scientific publication is the most important scientific tools for the 
exchange and publication of knowledge and information especially in 
the recent progress of the internet, online publication and methods of 
rapid communication via satellite as video conferences. The scientific 
publishing houses have become responsible for dissemination of 
science and culture across many different scientific journals specialized 
in different branches of science.

The researchers compete to publish their results of researches in 
scientific journals with a high level of impact factors and prestigious 
reputation to facilitate them to speed publication of the scientific topics. 

In developed countries, scientific studies and research through 
scientific projects were supported from governments and the various 
scientific organizations which provide huge budgets for research and 
publication of scientific results and scientific publishing containing 
complementary to scientific work. However, in the developing 
countries; students and researchers in most of the scientific institutes 
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carrying out their research without any funding, no budget or any item 
for publication of scientific researchers.

The scientific publishing houses make way for young scientific 
researchers in developing countries to publisher their research free 
without any distinctive even the open access publication, to melt even 
the great scientific differences between the various countries of the 
world. And also provides an opportunity for scientific cooperation 
projects, a partnership and conferences aimed at human progress and 
prosperity.

It is possible for publishers of scientific distinctive to cover some 
financial resources through advertising deals for veterinary companies 
and medical supplies, also the announcement of conferences, 
workshops, and scientific world. So it must be seen to the selective 
good articles that have thought of a good and clear scientific objective, 
which leading to increased demand for the preparation of journals and 
research purchased, and could also increase the income and expenses 
of publishing and here the role of editor of the scientific journals.
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